
On The House
At Wakatobi, divers don’t have to go far to 
discover the world’s best shore diving

By Walt Sterns



is the name typically assigned 

to a dive site that’s easily 

accessible from a dive resort, usually right off the beach 

and within easy swimming distance of shore. I have seen my 

share of these at resorts around the world. Some were quite 

good, with interesting features such as wrecks or vibrant 

coral gardens, while others offered little more than a pleasant 

spot for shooting macro or simply getting in one more easy 

submersion after the two-tank morning dive. Of all the house 

reefs I’ve explored, my all-time favorite is the expansive 

seascape that begins just off the beach at Indonesia’s 

Wakatobi Dive Resort.

 In all, Wakatobi’s House Reef stretches for nearly 

three miles to either side of the resort center, taking in 

hundreds of acres of thriving coral reefs and fertile seagrass 

beds, all located within a private marine preserve. Guests 

arriving at Wakatobi get their first glimpse of the reef when 

the boats dock at the resort’s jetty, which stretches some 80 

meters from shore to the outer edge of the reef. A glimpse 

into the clear water reveals a steep coral wall which drops 

precipitously from snorkeling depth into a dark blue void, 

stirring the imagination for what waits below.

House Reef



In between this deep blue boundary line and the 

gleam of the white sand on the beach is a broad 

expanse of shallows sporting the mottled greens 

and browns of sea grass beds coral heads. Within 

these sheltered shallows, divers and snorkelers will 

find a wide array of elusive and engaging sea life, 

with coral growth that is remarkably healthy and 

quite dense in places. It’s something you wouldn’t 

expect so close to a resort.

 From shore, it is a short swim to the edge 

of the reef. Along the way, seascape transitions 

gradually from knee-deep shallows to a depth of 

around 3 meters at the edge of the drop off. Then, 

at the outer edge of the island shelf, the House

the overhead structure, and the large 

concrete columns and beams are home to 

an assortment of shrimp, crabs and a wide 

range of macro life. The roster ranges from 

the expected—like the seven species of 

anemonefish that can be found within a 

30-meter circle of the resort’s jetty— to the 

sublime, such as pygmy seahorses. Four of the 

seven known species of pygmies are found at 

Wakatobi: Bargibant, Denise’s, Pontoh’s and 

Severn’s pygmy seahorses, plus the recently 

described pygmy pipehorse.

 The vertical profile and shallow crest 

of the House Reef is ideal for multi-level dive 

profiles, allowing for bottom times of 70 to 80 

minutes without going into decompression. 

And time spent off-gassing in the shallows 

can often be the most interesting part of 

the dive. Searching around the grass beds 

and branching coral colonies in the sunlit 

shallows have rendered subjects ranging 

from Pyjama cardinal fish to robust, halimeda 

and ornate ghost pipefish. AND, of course, 

there are then invertebrates, including a 

bevy of colorful nudibranch species.

Reef takes a very sharp turn downward, making a 

near vertical plunge to 250 feet/76 meters. Because 

the water is quite clear, ambient light filters deep, 

helping to showcase broad vistas of the underwater 

terrain. The slopes and walls are overgrown in a 

diverse array of hard and soft corals, gorgonians 

and sponges, all supporting a menagerie of 

invertebrates and fish, with the mixture of species 

changing as depth increases. 

 As an alternative to shore entries, divers 

and snorkelers can walk down a short set of stairs 

near the outer end of the resort jetty. In addition 

to easy water access for humans, the pier attracts 

marine life. Schools of fish hang in the shadow of 



The profile of the House Reef is also a boon to 

photographers, whether shooting macro or wide 

angle, When stalking the small stuff, the vertical 

nature of the reef allows shooters to hover 

vertically and get close to fragile reef structures 

without the concern of touching bottom or stirring 

up with errant fin kicks. Though there are enough 

macro opportunities to fill many a memory card, 

capturing the big picture can be equally rewarding, 

as the excellent water clarity allows for broad reef 

panoramas and intriguing close-focus, wide-angle 

compositions. Unlike many near-shore sites, the 

coral formations in the shallows of Wakatobi’s 

House Reef are quite photogenic. With the added 

pop of an underwater flash, the vibrant detail of 

many of these coral colonies will just about jump 

out of the frame. And when the sun goes down, the 

life on the bottom becomes a carnival of color and 

small creatures of the weird and wonderful.

While the pier makes a great entry point, the farther away divers 

move to left or right, the better the scenery becomes. Many 

rewards lie within easy swimming distance of the entry point, 

while more distant portions of this expansive site can be reached 

by using the resort’s taxi boat service. This consists of a fleet of 

small, on-call launches that ferry divers and snorkelers to various 

points along the reef.

 When moving to more distant areas of the House Reef, 

its important to factor currents into the dive plan. Rather than 

maintaining a constant direction of flow, currents along the 

house reef are dictated by the tides. For a few hours of the 

day, currents flow north to south following the reef’s outer 

edge. Slack high or low tide provides an hour of no current, 

then conditions reverse as the flow turns to run south to north. 

During these tidal flows, the currents can run anywhere from 

mild to wild. The strongest flows, which take place in the middle 

of each phase, earn the nickname “the Wakatobi Express.”



Divers and snorkelers need not fight the current’s 

ebb and flow, and can instead take advantage of taxi 

boat services to create memorable drift dives. For 

example, when the current is running south-to-north, 

drops often begin at a site known as Turkey Beach 

on the south side of the resort, which has excellent 

hard corals and the many turtles provide endless 

entertainment and enjoyment. On a north-to-south 

flow, dives begin on the House Reef’s north side 

neighbor, Tanjung Patok, which is great for soft corals.

includes shallow coral gardens, steep and undercut 

walls, dramatic open-water pinnacles and sheltered 

bays. Ashore, guests are housed in a collection of 

luxuriously-appointed Indonesian-style bungalows 

and villas tucked into a palm grove overlooking a white-

sand beach. Fine dining and five-star service combined 

with a luxurious but informal and relaxing atmosphere 

create a vacation that includes not only diving and 

snorkeling, but a full range of additional water sports 

such as kitesurfing, kayaking and paddleboarding.

One could easily spend an entire dive vacation 

exploring Wakatobi’s House Reef, which many 

sources have named “The World’s Best Shore Dive.” 

But as captivating as this expansive landscape can 

be, it is actually just one of more than 40-plus 

named sites available to guests of Wakatobi Dive 

Resort. Each of these sites falls within the protection 

of the Wakatobi Marine Preserve, which is privately 

funded, and supported by a portion of revenue 

generated by the resort. The range of sites visited 

Pampering spa services and a range of land activities 

and island tours round out the experience. Direct 

charter flights carry divers from Bali to a private 

airstrip in under three hours, creating easy arrival and 

departure connections to points around the world. 

www.wakatobi.com
email: office@wakatobi.com


